
QUESTION : 

We are seeing agents write offers and scratch out Paragraph W of Form 21, 
Information V erification Period. Can you explain how this would benefit either party? 

ANSWER: 

Paragraph W was designed to prevent 
lawsuits for seller, down the road, by giving 
buyer an opportunity to terminate prior 
to closing if any of the information from 
seller was researched and found to be 
false. Seller’s argument would fall into the 
category of “buyer’s due diligence” and 
seller would argue that buyer had ten days 
to conduct due diligence to determine...
the square footage of the property, the 
school district serving the property, the 
availability of high speed internet, the 
right to utilize spaces as rental units, etc 
(i.e. any representations made by seller). If 
buyer failed to conduct the discovery to 
determine the innocent error in seller’s 
representation prior to expiration of those 
ten days, why should buyer be entitled to 
damages after closing? That would be 
seller’s argument. It may or may not be 
a winning argument. Ultimately, every 

case must be determined based on its 
own merits but the purpose of paragraph 
W is to give seller an argument when 
otherwise, seller may have no defense 
for having issued mistaken information. 
Thus, paragraph W is intended as a 
measure of protection for the seller. 

However, it is also a way for the buyer to 
terminate the contract. Any buyer could use 
the provision as intended and terminate 
an agreement after mutual acceptance 
because contrary to a representation 
seller made, buyer discovered something 
about the property that makes the 
property less valuable to buyer. Any buyer 
could also use the provision deceptively 
and attempt to terminate the PSA simply 
because buyer had a change of heart.  
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Question: 

Our local Association and MLS received questions about Form 41 and open houses. Recently, we had a 
Designated Broker contact us about other members who are having prospective home buyers sign Buyer 
Brokerage Agreements at open houses. Multiple agents have reported offices holding open houses that 
include a stack of blank Buyer Brokerage Service agreements on the table and also working with buyers 
who said they signed something at an open house but weren't really sure what the terms were. There have 
also been instances of brokers spending time offering real estate services, like advice on specific real estate 
questions beyond the house, at open houses.  Please address the appropriate way for agents to interact 
with potential buyers at open houses.  Are there rules against agents bringing copies of Form 41 with them 
to their own open houses, and is it considered unethical to have certain types of conversations with potential 
buyers before a statewide form 41 is signed?

Answer: 

There is nothing wrong with a listing broker or a buyer broker taking blank Forms 41 to an open house. Any 
broker who is going to enter a BBSA with a buyer must first provide the buyer a "Law of Agency" pamphlet 
and should adequately explain the nature of the contract that buyer is entering with broker and broker's 
firm. If all of that can happen at an open house, then there is no reason a Form 41 cannot be signed 
between a buyer and a broker at an open house. It is not necessary for a broker to enter a BBSA with a buyer 
prior to showing the buyer the open house. However, if the buyer wants to write an offer, with the hosting 
broker, to purchase the open house, then broker must enter a BBSA with buyer before writing the offer unless 
broker is the listing broker. If broker is the listing broker, then listing broker must provide the unrepresented 
buyer with the Law of Agency pamphlet. If listing broker desires and has the consent of both parties, listing 
broker can become a limited dual agent by entering a buyer agency agreement with the buyer. If buyer 
wants broker to show buyer other homes, then broker should enter a BBSA with buyer before showing other 
homes.
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